In the last decades of the 20th century, the rustbelt cities of the industrial Midwest and Northeast endured severe economic hardship, as plants closed and legions of middle-class workers lost their jobs, their homes and their futures. More recently, bearing the brunt of recurring recessions, including the Great Recession of 2008, whose impact is still being felt, the region has seemed to be suffering a death spiral. In the midst of this desperate landscape, while the indications of past decline are undeniable, signs of incipient recovery have become unmistakable. For those of us who work and live in the cities or inner-suburbs of Toledo, Detroit, Cleveland, and Buffalo—and thus have an existential stake in the outcome—it is a cautiously exhilarating moment: Are we, at long last, on the cusp of a sustained recovery?

Since mid-2010, employment in the Cleveland area has come roaring back from devastating losses, driven by what the New York Times has called “the new urban market trends of the 21st century—health care, higher education, entertainment, good food, new housing and expanded mass transportation.” Some city neighborhoods, including Tremont and Ohio City, on the west side of the Cuyahoga River, are clearly reviving, thanks in part to new restaurants, art galleries, and artisanal businesses. Even east side neighborhoods, long in the doldrums, are showing signs of recovery, buoyed by the growth of the cultural and medical institutions in University Circle.
THE STORY OF CLEVELAND HEIGHTS

If the Cleveland metropolitan area is going to turn around, the city of Cleveland Heights can be expected to be front-and-center in the revival process. It offers superb early-modernist residential architecture, a lively and diverse cultural scene, and dense formal and informal social networks. These elements have combined, over the rocky urban history of the 20th century, to create an enduring and resilient community that has held itself together in the equally challenging first decade of the 21st and could serve as one of the crucibles from which the recovery of the metropolitan area, if and when it comes, will flow.

Cleveland Heights lies to the south and east of Cleveland’s University Circle area, which is home to institutions like the Cleveland Orchestra and the Cleveland Clinic that brought the city worldwide fame, on a plateau atop the first substantial ridge south of Lake Erie and the lowest of a series of foothills that reach across eastern Ohio and western Pennsylvania to the summits of the Appalachian Mountains. The Heights was sparsely inhabited until, beginning in the 1870s, a handful of wealthy Clevelanders built summer houses there with views to the lake and to the city. The first streetcar lines were built up the hill from University Circle in the late 1890s, and at that point the area began to develop rapidly. In 1903 it became a village, with a population of about 1,500; in 1921 it became a city, with a population above 15,000. By 1930 the city of Cleveland Heights was largely built out. It had 51,000 peo-
ple, somewhat more than the 46,000 it has today.

In short, Cleveland Heights developed rapidly as a classic street-car suburb during the heyday of the Arts and Crafts movement, and it has perhaps the finest patrimony of Arts and Crafts and Prairie-style houses in the Cleveland area. That makes it distinctive, especially because architecture in Cleveland generally was more conservative in the late 19th and early 20th centuries than it was in, say, Chicago.

In the early 20th century, Cleveland’s more daring architects produced some of their most innovative work in Cleveland Heights. William A. Bohnard and Raymond D. Parsons, for example, worked together in a successful partnership, building primarily residences, from 1905 to 1932. In 1905 they designed the George Holloway House, in suburban Ravenna, with outspoken Prairie features. This was too much for many of their Cleveland clients, and the duo learned to propose designs to them in a still modernist but somewhat less radical vein, influenced by English architects M. H. Baillie Scott and Charles Voysey. In 1909 in Cleveland Heights, however, they proposed a reworking of the radical features of the Holloway House in their design for the Charles H. and Marie R. Beardslee House, in the Ambler Heights Historic District, which represents perhaps their best work and is one of the finest Prairie houses in the Cleveland area.

Another Cleveland architect, George Kauffman, had built ornate houses in revival styles in the city
and its suburbs in the first decade of the century. In the teens, however, he became entranced with the California bungalow and built a series of residences paying homage to it. One of the finest examples was built for A. C. Glasgow in Cleveland Heights in 1919.

Harlen Shimmin, another successful architect, built theaters, auditoriums, schools and apartments, in addition to homes. The extravagant 1916 Ambler Heights house for H. A. Adams, with its roof shingles that fold around the corners of the house and its theater-marquee eave above the front entry, suspended from steel cables, stands out from the tamer work he executed in Shaker Heights and elsewhere.

Finally, Frederick William Striebinger, who studied at Columbia and at the École de Beaux-Arts in Paris, is best known for his revivalist structures. But he, too, apparently became interested in the California bungalow before World War I. We infer that he is the architect of the striking bungalow built at 2927 Hamp- shire Rd. around 1911, in the Mayfield Heights neighborhood, because an ad in a local paper in December of that year promised the winner of a “Book-lovers Contest” a similar bungalow, worth $6,000, to be built by Striebin-

A number of developers also joined in the local building boom, and their activities left Cleveland Heights with considerable diversity in the character of its neighborhoods and in the size and character of its residential structures. Some neighborhoods, including the Ambler Heights Historic District, consist of winding avenues with spacious lots and immense mansions. Others, including the Mayfield Heights neighborhood, contain more modestly sized houses, including bungalows and Arts and Craft foursquares.
The 1909 Charles H. and Marie R. Beardslee house (above), at 2232 Eandon Dr., was designed by Bohnard and Parsons Architects. This is perhaps their best-realized Prairie house. The 1916 H. A. Adams house (left), at 2185 Harcourt Drive, was designed by architect Harlen E. Shimmin, whose work here may reflect his experience as a designer of theaters and auditoriums.
CLEVELAND:
“YA GOTTA BE TOUGH”

By Ray McNiece

Cleveland, “The Mistake by the Lake,” long the butt of stand-up jokes, has come back from the dead too many times to count. Local (immigrant) boy Bob Hope coined many of the most stinging punch lines, and his success had countless hack jokesters following suit. The city even renamed a bridge for his stonemason father, the Hope Memorial (Lorain-Carnegie) Bridge, right above where the Cuyahoga River caught fire in 1969. That environmental nightmare is what the Cuyahoga is now most remembered for, but it also sparked the Clean Water Act, the creation of the Environmental Protection Agency and Earth Day movements across the country. Nobel Laureate Paul Krugman cited the fire as the beginning of American environmentalism.

Could the Forest City be poised for yet another renaissance? If the arts are any indication, it may well come to pass. There are stirrings of the creative class in several distinct neighborhoods, supported in part by the Community Partnership for Arts and Culture (CPAC), whose creative-workforce fellowships bestow a score of $20,000 arts grants annually for artists of all disciplines in Cuyahoga County. The program is funded by Cuyahoga Arts and Culture through a cigarette tax.

Cleveland has also been dubbed the Plum City, a takeoff on the Big Apple in one notable but failed attempt at civic boosterism. So, if a worn-out industrial landscape gives you plums, make slivovitz, as many locals of Slavic immigrant ancestry do. “The Best Location in the Nation” is another of Cleveland’s slogans, and it, too, has some truth to it. Since the days of the Erie Canal, Cleveland has been a transportation hub. It still boasts the largest train yard between New York and Chicago, in Collinwood, where working-class Italians, Irish, Slovenians and African-Americans settled. Nearby North Collinwood’s Arts District is anchored by the Beachland Ballroom, a former Croatian Hall turned alt-rock hipster hangout, and Arts Collinwood, with its Cafe and Gallery, continues to attract artists, musicians and writers who can secure affordable housing through the North East Development Agency.

Cleveland’s burgeoning film industry offers tax credits to lure out-of-state filmmakers, while the Greater Cleveland Film Commission offers training for locals—everything from scriptwriting to directing to becoming a film vendor.

Historic Ohio City, just across from Cleveland (the two nearly went to war in 1836) has become a foodies’ playground and recently opened Ohio City Writers, a creative-writing center for youths from 7 to 17.
Just down the Detroit Shoreway is the Gordon Square Arts District, offering durable and affordable housing in an ethnically diverse neighborhood, including the largest Hispanic population in the city. The flagship of the district is the Cleveland Public Theater, which will host seven world premiers this season—six by northeastern Ohio talent. In the forefront of the Community Arts movement, CPT has several outreach programs, including Brick City Theater in the nearby housing development; Y-Haven, a homeless theater; and the Women’s Voices program. Gordon Square also features the newly renovated Capital Movie Theater, the Near West Theater, several new galleries and restaurants, and the Happy Dog, a local music venue where you can get your hot dog done 300 different ways (including sushi and kimchee). Of course there are the old standby bohemian enclaves, Tremont on the West Side and Coventry on the East Side, which continue to thrive. Lake Erie Ink Youth Writing Center is an East Side version of Ohio City Writers, located in Cleveland Heights.

Cleveland Heights is also the home of the Dobama Theater and The Grog Shop, a legendary rock venue. The B-Side, in the basement of that space, presents lyrical Rhythms every Tuesday. Mac’s Backs bookstore, just down the street, holds weekly readings. The Heights even has its own Poet Laureate to preside over public functions.

Just down the Hill from Coventry, through Little Italy, is University Circle, home of the Cleveland Orchestra, still respected as one of the best in the world. The Cleveland Museum of Art has just added a wing—and it’s still free. Tucked behind Case Western University is one of Cleveland’s hidden gems, the Barking Spider Tavern, a great venue for live, original music. With the Cleveland Clinic’s expansion, the Rockefeller-era mansions that ring this neighborhood are ripe for renovation.

Reports of the woes of this former industrial powerhouse are greatly exaggerated. We locals have been through this before and we have our own motto: Cleveland, ya gotta be tough. Besides, there is nothing quite so beautiful as the first lake-effect snow dusting the rust.

Poet Ray McNiece travels the country performing, teaching, and organizing literary events, but he always returns home to Cleveland.

*—excerpted from the author’s 2004 poem, “Love Song for Cleveland” (read the poem in its entirety at raymcniece.com).
Mayfield Rd., by renowned German modernist architect and émigré Erich Mendelson.

Cleveland Heights’s success in integrating Jews earlier in the century may have eased its acceptance of African Americans in the 1960s. In 1963, during an era in which racial tensions were growing in the city and white flight was accelerating, a group of Heights residents began to meet informally to discuss integration. In 1964 they formalized their organization as the Heights Citizens for Human Rights. They began an outreach program that included informal coffees and evening meetings. The goal was to encourage racial integration, a superior school system, quality housing and friendly relations. In 1972 this group dissolved itself into the Heights Community Congress, with professional staffing.

Together with neighboring Shaker Heights, Cleveland Heights became one of a group of inner suburbs across the U.S. that successfully integrated in the 1960s and ’70s. In 1977 Cleveland Heights became a founding member of the Oak Park Exchange Congress, a federation of inner-ring suburbs dedicated to stabilizing racial diversity. (The federation was named after the Chicago suburb and fellow founding-member municipality, also known for its progressive architecture.) Cleveland Heights remains a center of Jewish life in the Cleveland area today, but it is a telling sign of the community’s changing identity that in 2001 the Temple on the Heights, which had been the first Jewish synagogue in a Cleveland suburb, became the New Spirit Revival Center, serving a non-denominational African-American congregation.

AN URBAN BOHEMIA

In the 1970s, Cleveland Heights developed a countercultural vibe, and it continues to attract artists, musicians, academics and theater people today. One of the Cleveland area’s
most important venues for contemporary music, the Grog Shop, is located in the Heights. Nighttown, another music venue, has been named repeatedly by Downbeat magazine one of the world’s top jazz clubs and figured in its 2011 list of the world’s top 150 clubs. In general the restaurant and bar scene in the Coventry area of the Heights rivals Cleveland’s more successful reviving neighborhoods.

The Heights also continues to be renowned for the strength of its voluntary organizations. Heights Community Congress organizes the annual Heights Heritage (home) Tours, which have taken place (almost)
The 1919 A.C. and Edith F. Glasgow house, at 1644 Compton Road, was designed in 1919 by architect George Kauffman, who had earlier built ornate houses in revival styles in Cleveland and its suburbs. In the teens he became entranced with the California Bungalow and built a series of residences paying homage to it. This is one of the finest examples. Note the use of river stone on the chimney. The oversized round columns supporting the sun porch on the side of the house contrast with the square pillars on the front porch, and the complex roof lines give the structure visual interest. The house actually has three floors, without losing the low-slung appearance of a bungalow.
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